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BEAU RECALL 
 
A consistent and progressive grade one performer, Beau Recall has both 
considerable upside as a runner and significant residual value as a broodmare. 
 
A winner in two starts at two in Europe, Beau Recall debuted in the U.S. with a 
comfortable victory over a mile in allowance company at Santa Anita. Since then, 
each of Beau Recall’s next five starts has been in stakes competition, four in graded 
company, and she has continued to show improving form in contests of an 
increasingly higher class. Her first outing in stakes company came in the China Doll 
Stakes, where she took second to the brilliant Sircat Sally – who was undefeated 
until suffering a career-ending injury on her eighth start – while accounting for grade 
two winner Madam Dancealot and stakes winners Miss Sugars, Miss Sunset, How 
About Zero, and Simmy’s Temple. 
 
Sircat Sally and Beau Recall again filled first and second spots in the Senorita Stakes 
(gr. III) and the Honeymoon Stakes (gr. II).  In the Honeymoon Stakes, Beau Recall 
came closer to defeat Sircat Sally than would any horse prior to Sircat Sally’s injury. 
Closing strongly, she was just a neck shy of her rival at the line. Beaten just 3¼ 
lengths in the Belmont Oaks Invitational (gr. I), Beau Recall came within inches of a 
grade one triumph on her latest outing. The Del Mar Oaks (gr. I) saw Beau Recall 
deliver a five-wide challenge that fell just a nose shy of the winner, Dream Dancing. 
Among those behind were grade two winner Madam Dancealot and stakes winners  
Con Te Partiro and Kenda. 
 
Like another U.S. graded stakes performer, Madam Dancealot, Beau Recall is from 
the first crop of Sir Prancealot, the Leading Freshman Sire in England and Ireland in 
2016. Sir Prancelot is a son of Tamayuz, a close relative the great mare, Urban Sea, 
dam of Galileo and Sea The Stars.  
 
A half-sister to stakes placed two-year-old Coolminx, Beau Recall is out of a half-
sister to stakes winning and group placed Winged d’Argent. Beau Recall owns an 
intriguing pedigree pattern as she is inbred to Nureyev, while also carrying a cross of 
Champion Thatch, a brother to Nureyev’s dam, Special. Beau Recall also has a double 
of her own female line, that of Fragrant View, a half-sister to Epsom Derby winner, 
Airborne, and ancestress of 15 group and grade one winners, including Prix de l’Arc 
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de Triomphe (gr. I) captor Helissio, 2,000 Guineas (gr. I) scorer Tirol, Take The Points, 
Single Empire, Lavery, Court of Honour, Full of Hope, and Laser Light. Although she is 
open to a wide-range of potential mates, Beau Recall’s pedigree makes her 
particularly interesting with Sadler’s Wells, especially the Galileo branch, and with 
the Danehill line.  

 


